
 

Gagasi FM bags 4 nominations for the 2019 Liberty Radio
Awards

As the industry's experts gathered to recognise excellence, the 2019 Liberty Radio Awards panellists nominated Gagasi FM
in an impressive four categories. The awards acknowledge and celebrate the important role of radio as a medium of
communication.

Gagasi FM’s Indaba is nominated for the Night Time Show category, The Kings Drive for the Afternoon Drive Show
category, The Block Party hosted by Zisto and Njinga is nominated for the Music Show category and lastly DJ Naves has
been nominated in the Afternoon Drive Show Presenter category.

Gagasi FM is clearly still making its presence felt within the Liberty Radio Awards as they did in 2018 with five nominations
that saw Mfundo Mabaso taking home the Content Producer award for Indaba. Gagasi FM has been on a winning streak
recently as the station moved into its new offices at Cornubia Mall in Mount Edgecombe in 2018. Then they launched their
new Gagasi FM logo and recently the station celebrated its crown birthday on 13 March 2019 where they turned 13 years
old and gave away a car to a lucky listener. Now they have bagged four nominations in the 2019 Liberty Radio Awards.

Gagasi is certainly on a trajectory that is seeking to continue churning out talent that has a wider relevance for a growing
and upwardly mobile target audience. 

Gagasi FM new lineup announced 3 Apr 2024

Study with Gagasi FM in 2024 9 Jan 2024

Sold out show as Gagasi FM celebrates 10 years of Beach Fest 21 Nov 2023
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Change in leadership at GH Media Group: Ensuring continuity and innovation 11 Sep 2023

Gagasi FM

Gagasi FM is the number one commercial radio station in KwaZulu Natal to reach the black urban and peri-
urban black youth.
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